[Neurologic manifestations in hereditary Osler-Rendu hemorrhagic telangiectasia].
The neurological manifestations of Osler-Rendu's syndrome observed in 10 patients were characterized by polymorph permanent of transient clinical pathology in the forms of subarachnoidal hemorrhages, ischemic disturbances of cerebral circulation, symptoms on the part of the brain stem, headaches, vestibular and convulsive disturbances. The cerebral disorders were caused by teleangiectases in the cerebral vessels, the fact, that was confirmed in 2 cases on autopsy. The cerebral teleangiectases may be the cause of a number of etiologically vague neurological syndromes (spontaneous subarachnoidal hemorrhages, etc.). While diagnosing the cerebral form of Osler-Rendu's syndrome one should take into consideration both neurological and somatic manifestations.